
Contact Meredith if  you have any further questions! (360) 213-3974 

XACHI ALPHA

Welcome to Assassins: TP Edition!  Your mission should you
choose to accept…more accurately, that you have already
accepted...is as follows!

ASSASSINS: 
TP EDITION

Your first target wil l  be sent to you at
10:00PM tonight. 

Your mission is to track that person down
and “assassinate” them by hitting them
with a roll  of toilet paper.  

Once you have taken them out you must
do two things.  First,  acquire their target.
Second, message Meredith on Facebook
messenger or text (see number below)
that you: 1. Assassinated your target and
2. Who your next target is.   

Next repeat the process! Last man
standing wins!

Remember, someone has you as a target
too, so be on alert!

Good luck assassins! 

HOW TO PLAY

Are there any safe zones/times? 
Yes!  If  you are at work you are safe.  Going
and leaving you are fair game.  There are no
safe times.  

Is there a time l imit on targets? Like you
have 24 or 48 hrs after receiving each
assignment or something l ike that? Or would
it be a free for all  until  the last person is left
standing? There is no time l imit on targets
although please don't hold up the game too
long.  The end time for the over all  game is
next Tuesday at 7PM. 

Are there any rules surrounding the
assassinations such as a grace period or the
need for witnesses? The only rules for
assassinations are that you must wear  a
mask, stay 6ft away, and directly hit them
with the TP. 

Is there going to be an official countdown of
how many people are left? Yes!  Check out
our instagram for a running update. 

Are shields allowed?  Yes!  You can block,
dodge, or run away!

Do I have to use a TP roll?  Yes, but you can
use the same one multiple times.   

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS


